Traditional parametric and nonparametric classifiers used for statistical pattern recognition have their own strengths and limitations. While parametric methods assume some specific parametric models for density functions or posterior probabilities of competing classes, nonparametric methods are free from such assumptions. So, when these model assumptions are correct, parametric methods outperform nonparametric classifiers, especially when the training sample is small. But, violations of these assumptions often lead to poor performance by parametric classifiers, where nonparametric methods work well. In this article, we make an attempt to overcome these limitations of parametric and nonparametric approaches and combine their strengths. The resulting classifiers, denoted the hybrid classifiers, perform like parametric classifiers when the model assumptions are valid, but unlike parametric classifiers, they also provide safeguards against possible deviations from parametric model assumptions. In this article, we propose some multiscale methods for hybrid classification, and their performance is evaluated using several simulated and benchmark data sets.
Introduction
Because of their simplicity and ease of calculation, linear discriminant analysis (LDA, see e.g., Fisher, 1936) , quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) and nearest neighbor (NN) j-th class. When the π j s are not known, one can estimate them using sample proportions of different classes. Instead of modeling the f j s, some parametric classifiers like logistic discriminant analysis assume parametric models for posterior probabilities and directly estimate them. Clearly, the performance of these parametric classifiers depends on the validity of associated model assumptions. If they are valid, parametric methods perform substantially better than nonparametric methods, especially when the training sample is small. But violations of these assumptions often lead to poor performance by parametric classifiers.
NN-classifier, on the other hand, is nonparametric and free from all parametric model assumptions. So, when violations in model assumptions lead to poor performance by parametric methods, it can still work well. However, it is not above all limitations. Since the convergence of nonparametric estimates is rather slow, it suffers from statistical instability when we have a small training set. Moreover, nonparametric methods like the NN-classifier do not use any information about the parametric structure of population distributions.
Therefore, even when one has some insights about the distribution structure of underlying populations, that important information is not utilized to modify the classification rule.
So, it would be ideal if one can develop a classifier that performs like a parametric classifier when the model assumptions hold and like a nonparametric classifier when they do not hold. In this article, we develop such classifiers by hybridizing LDA and QDA with the NN-classifier. The main goal of this hybridization is to overcome the limitations of parametric and nonparametric approaches and combine their strengths. Though similar hybrid methods have been proposed in the literature for density estimation (see e.g., Olkin and Spiegelman, 1987; Hjort and Glad, 1995; Jones et. al., 1995; Hjort and Jones, 1996; Hoti and Holmstrom, 2004 ) and regression (see e.g., Glad, 1998) , they are somewhat missing for classification problems. One can develop a hybrid classifier using hybrid density estimates (see e.g., Chaudhuri et. al., 2009) . But, there are several parametric (e.g., logistic discriminant analysis) and nonparametric classifiers (e.g., NN-classifier, classification trees, neural networks) that give estimates of posterior probabilities but do not yield any density estimate. Even for discriminative methods like support vector machines, one can find estimates of posterior probabilities (see e.g., , but no estimates of density functions. Keeping that in mind, in this article, we present a hybridization technique that does not involve any density estimation. Because of computational simplicity, here we have used LDA, QDA and the NN-classifier for hybridization. But, in principle, the proposed method can also be used for hybridizing other parametric and nonparametric classifiers. Our hybridization technique is much simpler than those proposed in Chaudhuri et. al. (2009) , and unlike their methods, it can even be used for simultaneous hybridization of several parametric and nonparametric classifiers.
Hybridization of parametric and nonparametric classifiers
We begin with a simple method of hybridization, where we consider a class of hybrid posterior estimates S = p λ (· | x) = λ p 1 (· | x) + (1 − λ) p 0 (· | x); 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and use the training data to choose a member from S (or equivalently a value of λ) to be used for classification. Here p 1 and p 0 stand for parametric (LDA or QDA) and nonparametric (NN) estimates, respectively. Clearly, this includes the possibility of selecting the parametric (in case of λ = 1) or the nonparametric classifier (in case of λ = 0). In that sense, it is model selection over a larger class. Note that when parametric model assumptions are correct, p 1 (· | x) usually have √ n convergence (where n is the training sample size) to the true posterior p(· | x), but p 0 (· | x) has much slower rate of convergence, which becomes even slower as the dimension increases. In such cases, if we can choose λ that converges to 1 at an appropriate rate, p λ (· | x) also have √ n convergence to p(· | x). As a result, the hybrid classifier performs as good as the parametric classifier and much better than 3 the nonparametric classifier, especially when the training sample is small compared to the dimension of the data. On the contrary, when these model assumptions are not correct,
as before. In this case, if we can choose λ that shrinks to 0 at an appropriate rate, the hybrid classifier can match the performance of the nonparametric classifier. So, hybridization can improve the performance of parametric and nonparametric classifiers if λ is chosen appropriately.
However, in addition to λ, here we need to choose the number of neighbors (k) involved in nonparametric estimation of posterior probabilities. Existing theoretical results (see e.g.,
Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry 1965; Cover and Hart 1967) suggest that k should tend to infinity and k/n should tend to zero as the training sample size n increases. But in practice, one needs to estimate it from the training data. So, instead of S, here we consider the 1986 ). In LCV, optimum k and λ are chosen by maximizing the loglikelihood function
, where c i is the class label of x i , and p λ,k −i denotes the hybrid posterior estimate computed from the training data using the leave-one-out method when x i is not used as a data point. In CV, we choose λ and k that minimize the cross-validation estimate of error rate∆(λ, k) =
Note that LCV and CV can be used to choose the value of k in usual NN-classification as well. In future, we will refer to these two NN-classifiers as NN-LCV and NN-CV, respectively. Similarly, two hybrid classifiers will be denoted by Hybrid-LCV and Hybrid-CV, respectively. Now, let us consider a simple example with two bivariate normal distributions having the same location parameter (0, 0) but different dispersion matrices I 2 (the 2×2 identity matrix) and 4I 2 . In this classification problem,
log2 is the optimal class boundary.
We generated 50 observations from each class (see the scatter plot in Figure 1 ) to form the training sample and used different classification methods to estimate this class boundary. Note that LDA assumes the population distributions to be normal with different location parameters but the same dispersion matrix. On the contrary, here the competing population distributions have the same location but different scatter matrices. Due to this deviation from model assumption, LDA led to a poor estimate of the class boundary (see Figure   1a ). However, for NN-classifiers, these estimates (see Figures 1c and 1d) were of much better shapes. When we hybridized LDA with NN-classifiers, very small values of λ were selected (0.28 and 0.10, respectively, for LCV and CV), which is desirable in such cases.
So, in spite of model mis-specification, hybrid classifiers performed like NN-classifiers and much better than LDA (see Figures 1e and 1f) . In this example, QDA makes the correct 5 model assumption, and it yielded an estimate of the class boundary close to the optimal one (indicated by the black curve). Hybrid classifiers also took the advantage of this correct model assumption when we hybridized QDA with NN-classifiers. They had similar estimates of the class boundary (see Figures 1g and 1h) as obtained in QDA. Note that in this case, the selected values of λ were much higher (0.91 and 0.72 for LCV and CV, respectively), which one should expect when the parametric model assumptions are correct.
Results on simulated examples
We used six simulated data sets to evaluate the performance of hybrid classifiers. In the first five examples, generating equal number of observations from competing classes, we formed 500 training and test sets of size 100 and 200, respectively. In Example-6, 75% of the observations were generated from class-1 and the rest from class-2. Except for Example-5, in all other cases, we considered classification problem between two competing classes.
Average test set error rates of Hybrid-CV and Hybrid-LCV over these 500 trials are reported in Table 1 along with their corresponding standard errors. For Hybrid-CV, we had multiple minimizers of∆(λ, k) in some cases. Among them, we considered those having the smallest value of k, and then the one with the smallest value of λ was selected. However, one can choose any one of these optimizers, and usually that does not lead to any visible difference in the final result. Error rates of the Bayes classifier, LDA, QDA, NN-LCV and NN-CV are also reported to facilitate comparison. Throughout this section, training sample proportions of the competing classes are taken as their prior probabilities.
We begin with the example with two bivariate normal distributions discussed earlier (call it Example-1). We have observed that this is an ideal set up for QDA, but since there is no difference in locations of the two classes, LDA is expected to have poor performance.
We observed the same phenomenon in our experiment. While LDA misclassified almost half of the test cases, QDA yielded an average error rate (27.53%) close to the Bayes risk (26.38%). NN-LCV and NN-CV had average error rates around 33%. When we hybridized LDA with NN-classifier, in spite of model mis-specification, hybrid methods could match the performance of NN-classifiers. However, when we chose the right parametric model, hybrid 6 classifiers had much better performance. Hybridization of QDA and NN-classifiers yielded average error rates close to that of QDA and the Bayes classifier.
In Example-2, two competing classes again differ only in their scales. In class-1, X 1 and X 2 are distributed as X 1 = R cosθ and X 2 = R sinθ, for R ∼ U(0, 1) and θ ∼ U(0, 2π) being statistically independent. In class-2, R and θ have the same distributions, but X 1 and X 2 are defined as X 1 = 3R cosθ and X 2 = 3R sinθ. Here also, NN-LCV and NN-CV performed much better than LDA, and hybridizing LDA with NN-classifiers, we obtained error rates similar to those of NN-classifiers. QDA once again outperformed the NN-classifiers, but hybridization of QDA with NN-classifiers yielded even lower error rates than QDA.
The importance of hybrid classification becomes more transparent if we add five N(0, 1) variables as noise to the data generated in Example 2 (call it Example-3). In this high dimensional setting, statistical instability of nonparametric methods becomes more clear.
While QDA was less affected (average error rate = 24.89%) due to this noise, its effect on NN-classifiers was substantially higher. NN-LCV and NN-CV had average error rates of 40.67% and 37.41%, respectively. However, hybridization of QDA and NN-classifiers yielded average error rates even lower than that of QDA. LDA had almost 50% error rate in this example, but hybridizing LDA with NN-classifiers, we could achieve much lower error rates.
Note that in Example-1, when the population distributions were normal, it was not possible to beat QDA, but in Examples 2 and 3, Hybrid-CV led to significant improvement (at 5% level) over QDA. One should also notice that in all these three examples, QDA had standard errors much smaller than NN classifiers, which shows its better statistical stability. Table 1 clearly shows that hybrid classifiers were as stable as QDA in all these examples.
In Example-4, each class is an equal mixture of two bivariate normal distributions each having the same dispersion matrix with diagonal entries (1,1) and the off-diagonal entry -0.75. For class-1, location parameters of these two distributions are (10, 10) and (12, 12) , whereas those for class-2 are (11, 11) and (13, 13) . In this example, both LDA and QDA had average error rates close to 44%, but NN-classifiers yeilded error rates around 17%.
However, unlike parametric methods, hybrid classifiers did not get much affected by model mis-specification, and they yielded error rates comparable to that of NN-classifiers. CV had average error rates of 28.91% and 25.57%, those for Hybrid-LCV and Hybrid-CV were 24.78% and 23.00%, respectively. We had some improvements over the error rates of NN-classifiers even when LDA was used for hybridization.
Example 6 deals with the two classes as in Example 1, but here the training and the test sets contain 75% observations from class-1. However, this unbalancedness did not make any change in our findings. Hybridization of QDA and NN classifier led to the error rates close to that of QDA, which was the best among the parametric and nonparametric classifiers.
Results on benchmark data sets
We analyze 18 benchmark data sets for further illustration of proposed methods. Among them, there are two vowel recognition data sets, one containing 10 dimensional observations 8 from 11 classes, and the other containing bivariate observations from 10 classes. We will refer to them as the vowel data and the 2D-vowel data, respectively. The latter one was generated by Petersen and Barney (1952 of these data sets is given in Table 2 . Unless mentioned otherwise, throughout this section, we use Gaussian distributions as parametric models, and hybrid classifiers are developed by hybridizing LDA or QDA with NN-classifiers. In some of these data sets, the measurement variables are not of comparable units and scales. So, in all these cases, we use the Mahalanobis distance (with the moment based estimate of the pooled dispersion matrix) for finding nearest neighbors. For data sets having specific training and test sets (see Table 2 ), test set error rates of different classifiers are reported in Table 3 . When a classifier led to an error rate ∆, its standard error was computed as ∆(1 − ∆)/n t , for n t being the size of the test set. In case of other data sets, we formed 500 training and test sets by randomly partitioning the data. Sizes of these training and test samples for different data sets are reported in Table 2 , and average test set error rates of different methods over these 500 partitions are reported in Table 3 along with their corresponding standard errors. In all these cases, training sample proportions of different classes are used as their prior probabilities.
In some of these data sets, parametric methods (either LDA or QDA or both) had better performance than NN-classifiers. In such cases, the performance of hybrid classifiers was comparable to the corresponding parametric classifier and better than NN-classifiers. For instance, in cases of biomed and diabetes data, NN classifiers had significantly higher error rates than QDA, but the error rates of hybrid classifiers were close to that of QDA. On the other hand, in some other cases (e.g., letter recognition data and vowel data), both LDA and QDA had error rates much higher than NN-classifiers. Clearly, in these cases, the underlying distributions were far from being normal. But, in spite of invalid model assumptions, hybrid classifiers could match the performance of NN classifiers. In the case of Sonar data, they Hybrid-LCV and Hybrid-CV can achieve error rates of 9.1% and 9.2%, respectively.
In the previous section, we considered the class of models S * and chose one of them for classification of all observations. However, this way of selecting only one classifier ignores the uncertainty involved in model selection. Further, in addition to depending on the training data, a good choice of k and λ may depend on the observation to be classified. Therefore, in practice, instead of using a fixed (λ, k) over the entire measurement space, it may be more useful to consider the results for different choices of k and λ and then aggregate them judiciously. Here k is the smoothing parameter that controls the scale of smoothing involved in nearest neighbor estimation of posterior probabilities. If k gets larger, p 0,k and hence p λ,k tend to be smoother in some sense. The parameter λ also controls the smoothness of the hybrid estimate. If λ is small, p λ,k behaves like a nonparametric estimate, which is supposed to be a local estimate, whereas for bigger λ, it behaves like a parametric estimate, which is global in some sense. So, the local variation or the roughness of p The multiscale method based on this Gaussian weight function led to fairly good results in our examples. Our empirical experience also suggests that the final result is not very sensitive to the choice of the weight function as long as it decreases at an exponential rate.
For multiscale version of LCV, one can assign weights to different values of (λ, k) depending on the corresponding likelihood L(λ, k). Given the training data X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), their class labels C = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ) and the value of (λ, k), p λ,k (. | x) can be viewed as the conditional probability p(. | x, X, C, λ, k). Clearly, these posterior probability estimates and the resulting classifier depend on the selected model (i.e. the values of λ and k). To remove this model uncertainty, we compute p(· | x, X, C), which is free from k and λ, and given by
where π(λ, k | x, X, C) denotes the posterior distribution of (λ, k) given x, X and C. If
where C 0 is a constant that does not depend on k and λ. So, one can forget about C 0 and use the usual quadrature formula to compute p(· | x, X, C). However, sometimes it is computationally advantageous to use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm
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(see e.g., Gilks et. al., 1996) . Using MCMC, one can generate sufficiently many observations
) from π(λ, k | x, X, C) and then approximate the integral by
. In this article, we have always generated a Markov chain consisting of 11000 observations, and leaving the first 1000 for burning, the rest have been used to compute posterior probability estimates of different classes. Since π(λ, k | x, X, C) does not depend on x, one does not need to generate MCMC samples repeatedly for different observations, and this leads to substantial saving in computing time. However, π(λ, k | x, X, C) depends on the prior ξ(λ, k). In this article, for all data analytic purpose, we have used uniform prior both for λ and k assuming their independence. This prior is non-informative and gives no preference to any value of (λ, k). For generating the MCMC sequence, we consider the proposal distribution N(λ, σ) × U(k, k ± 1, k ± 2, k ± 3) with appropriate boundary corrections, where σ is chosen during the simulation to have 30% acceptance. Here also, if the training sample size is vary large compared to the dimension of the data, one can show that this multiscale version of LCV puts all almost all weights on the model having the highest likelihood, and in that case, it behaves almost like the single scale version. However, when the sample size is not so large, it usually outperforms its single scale analog by considering the results of several good classifiers. This multiscale method performed quite well in our data sets. In all these cases, we used both quadrature and MCMC methods, and the error rates of these two methods were almost the same.
Comparison among single scale and multiscale hybrid classifiers
Here we analyze the benchmark data sets used in Section 2 to compare the performance of multiscale hybrid classifiers with their single scale analogs (Hybrid-LCV and Hybrid-CV).
We ran the multiscale classifiers on the same training and test sets used before, and their test error rates are reported in Table 4 along with their corresponding standard errors. Error rates of Hybrid-LCV and Hybrid-CV are also reported to facilitate comparison. Note that we have two multiscale hybrid classifiers, one based on LCV and the other one based on CV. In future, we will refer to them as MSLCV and MSCV, respectively. In Section 2, we observed that though in some cases, hybrid classifiers outperformed both parametric and nonparametric classifiers, in most of the cases, they performed as good as the better of these two methods. So, instead of going for hybridization, one may be tempted to use either LCV or CV to select either the parametric or a nonparametric classifier and use it for classification of all test cases. Table 4 also reports the error rates of these two methods, which are referred to as Select-LCV and Select-CV, respectively. Table 4 clearly shows the effectiveness of the multiscale approach in hybrid classification.
In 53 out of 72 (18 × 4) cases, multiscale classifiers had the lowest error rates, and in 25 out of these 53 cases (written using grey colors in Table 4 ), differences between their error Hybrid-CV, [6] MSCV.
rates and those of their competitors were found to be statistically significant at 5% level when the usual t-test was used for comparison. To compare the overall performance of these
classifiers, following Chaudhuri et. al. (2009), we computed efficiencies of different methods
across different data sets, and they are presented in Figure 2 using box plots. On a particular data set, the efficiency of the t-th classifier is defined as e t = ∆ 0 /∆ t , where ∆ t is the test set misclassification rate of t-th classifier and ∆ 0 = min ∆ t . Clearly, e t takes the value 1 for the best classifier and e t < 1 for other classifiers. Also, a small value of e t indicates the lack of efficiency of the classifier t. Box plots in Figure 2 clearly shows the superiority of multiscale hybrid classifiers. It also strongly indicates that using hybrid classifiers is better than selecting one of the parametric and nonparametric classifiers.
Computationally efficient multiscale hybrid classifiers and their comparison with other methods of aggregation
Since p λ,k is a convex combination of p 1 and p 0,k , the multi-scale classifiers discussed above can also be expressed as where different models may get selected for classification of different observations. However, this differs from our multiscale approach, where we do not choose any particular model (classifier) but consider the results of all classifiers to arrive at the final decision. Locally adaptive versions of our multiscale methods will be discussed later in Section 3.4, and that is why here we do not discuss gating separately.
Note that unlike bagging and boosting, here we do not deal with different subsamples.
From the above discussion, it is also quite clear that stacking is more relevant in our context. In stacking, the major issues are the choice of level-0 and level-1 classifiers and also the choice of the input variables for level-1 classification. In our case, these level-0 classifiers are well defined (i.e., parametric and nonparametric classifiers), and we want to choose a good level-1 classifier. Ting and Witten (1999) proposed to use posterior probability estimates multi-class adaboost algorithm). We can assign these logarithmic weights either to hybrid classifiers (as it was done in Section 3.1) or to parametric and nonparametric classifiers (as it was done in stacking, MSLCV-2 and MSCV-2). Based on that, we get two different versions of aggregation, and we will refer to them as LogWeight and LogWeight-2, respectively.
We used all these aggregation methods on 18 benchmark data sets, but instead of reporting their error rates in another table, to save space and to have better visualization, these results are summarized using box-plots in Figure 3 . Average computing times of these methods are also reported in Table 5 . Since the computing times of LogWeight and Logweight-2 were similar to that of MSCV and MSCV-2, we do not report them here. For MSLCV, we have reported the computing time for the method based on the MCMC technique, which was found to be computationally efficient than the quadrature method in most of the cases.
From Figure 3 , it is quite clear that in terms of error rate, MSCV-2 and MSCV had comparable performance. This result is quite encouraging because MSCV-2 is computationally efficient than MSCV (see Table 5 ), and it can be used for combining several parametric and nonparametric classifiers, which may not be computationally feasible for MSCV. However, that was not the case for MSLCV-2. It had comparatively higher error rates than MSLCV.
But that doesn't harm much since the MSLCV method based on the MCMC technique is not computationally very expensive (see Table 5 ). The stacking classifier based on MLR had higher computing time than MSCV-2 and MSLCV-2, especially when there are several competing classes. Though stacking performed quite well in these examples, MSCV-2 had an edge over stacking both in terms of computing time and average misclassification rate.
The logarithmic weight function could not weigh down the poor classifiers properly, and as a result, LogWeight and LogWeight-2 often had significantly higher error rates. This matches with the findings of Ghosh et. al. (2006) , and we will not further investigate these logarithmic weighting schemes in this article. The performance of the equal weightage schemes was even worse, and we do not report them here.
Aggregation of several parametric and nonparametric classifiers
Our aggregation methods can be used for hybridizing several parametric and nonparametric classifiers as well. Let us consider a set of T classifiers, and let p βt t (· | x) be the posterior probability estimate obtained from the t-th classifier (t = 1, 2, . . . , T ), when β t is used as the associated smoothing parameter (ignore β t for parametric methods like LDA and QDA, which do not involve any smoothing parameter). Now, for aggregation of these T classifiers, we can consider the class of models
. Clearly, this class may contain a large number of models, and it could be computationally difficult to use LCV or cross-validation to find the best candidate in this class. For the same reason, it could be difficult to use MSCV. But we do not have this problem for MSLCV that explores the model space using the MCMC technique. Computationally efficient aggregation methods like stacking, MSCV-2, MSLCV-2 can also be used.
Unlike MSLCV, instead of putting weights on all hybrid models in S * * , they put weights only on parametric and nonparametric models (as discussed in Section 3.2) to compute the aggregated posteriors for different classes. We have seen that in some of the benchmark data sets, hybridization of LDA yielded better performance than hybridization of QDA, whereas in some other cases, the latter one was better. One can test the validity of the homoscedastic assumption (same variance-covariance structure in different populations) made by LDA to decide which parametric method is to be used for hybridization. However, if classification is our prime concern, we can bypass this testing problem, and as a safeguard, use LDA, QDA and NN-classifiers simultaneously for hybridization. Table 6 presents the error rates of these aggregation methods, and these results are summarized using box plots in Figure 4 (a). They clearly show that MSCV-2 is a good option as a computationally efficient alternative, but one should avoid using MSLCV-2.
This is consistent with what we observed before. Among different aggregation methods, overall performance of MSLCV and MSCV-2 was better than the rest. Though MSLCV had a slight edge over MSCV-2 in terms of error rate, MSCV-2 had substantial advantage in terms of computing time. In terms of average (median) efficiency, stacking and MSCV-2 were comparable, but the latter one had a clear advantage in terms stability (see Figure 4 (a)).
It showed more stable performance than stacking across these benchmark data sets and required less computing time as well. Box plots in Figure 4 (b) also show that for MSLCV, we could achieve much better performance when both LDA and QDA are simultaneously used for hybridization. We observed the same phenomenon also for the other three aggregation methods considered here.
Locally adaptive aggregation
Instead of using same weights over the entire region, sometimes it is more reasonable to use different weights for aggregation in different parts of the measurement space. This could be helpful if the parametric classifier is better in one part of the measurement space and the nonparametric method is better in another part. For example, let us consider the 'easy' and the 'difficult' examples considered in Hastie et. al. (2009, p. 468) . We combined these two examples as described below to generate observations from two competing classes. We generated some 10 dimensional random vectors X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 10 ), where
. . , X 10 are independent U(0, 1) variables. For the first half of the data, we assigned X to class-1 if X 1 > 0.5 and to class-2 otherwise. For the rest half, we assigned X to class-1 if (X 1 − 0.5)(X 2 − 0.5)(X 3 − 0.5) > 0, to class-2 otherwise. For each X in the second half, we increased the value of X 4 by 10 so that the generated data form two distinct clusters. Now, in one part of the measurement space, since the Bayes classifier is linear, LDA is expected to work better than NN-classifiers, whereas in the other part, NN-classifiers are expected to outperform LDA. So, if we hybridize LDA with the NN-classifiers, it would be appropriate to put more weight on LDA in the first part and small weight on it in the other part. In order to have this locally adaptive nature in aggregation, for classification of x, different weights ω x (x i ) can be assigned to different data points x i depending on their distances x i − x from x. Using these weights, one can compute the weighted error rate or the weighted likelihood function for different classifiers to put locally adaptive weights on them. Similarly, for an adaptive version of stacking, we can perform weighted linear regression under the non-negativity constraint. Here, we used a simple method for computing ω. We assigned ω = 1 for all points in a neighborhood of x and ω = 0 for the rest. Following Hastie and
Tibshirani (1996), we chose a neighborhood containing max(50, n/5) observations subject to a maximum of 200.
We generated 500 training and test sets each of size 100 and 200 respectively, and computed the average error rates for adaptive and non-adaptive versions of stacking, MSCV-2 and MSLCV-2 (these three methods were chosen because of their computational efficiency). We used these locally adaptive aggregation techniques to analyze the 18 benchmark data sets used in this article, and the results are summarized using box plots in Figure 5 . This figure shows that the overall performance of the adaptive versions were somewhat better than their non-adaptive analogs, especially in the case of MSLCV-2.
Concluding remarks
In this article, we have developed and studied hybrid classification methods to improve the performance of parametric and nonparametric classifiers. When the underlying distributions are close to the assumed parametric models, hybrid methods usually perform better than nonparametric classifiers and match the performance of parametric methods. But unlike parametric classifiers, hybrid methods provide automatic safeguards against parametric model mis-specifications. When the true population distributions are far from the assumed parametric models, hybrid classifiers perform substantially better than parametric methods and yield error rates either lower or comparable to that of nonparametric classifiers. Also, in some case, specially when the parametric classifier is better in one part of the measurement space and the nonparametric classifiers are better in other part, hybrid methods can outperform both of them. Using several simulated and benchmark data sets, in this article,
we have amply demonstrated these important features of hybrid classifiers. 23
The aggregation methods discussed in Section 3 are simple and easy to implement. They combine the results obtained by different classifiers, which are expected to have reasonable diversities among themselves. So, intuitively it seems more advantageous to use the aggregation technique, and our analysis of benchmark data sets also supports this intuition. The MSLCV algorithm based on the MCMC technique can also be used for classification with missing values. In the missing value problem, one either ignores the full observation or uses EM type algorithm to replace the missing value by the expected value of the variable. But instead of fixing this value, one can consider the results for different choices of the missing value and aggregate the results. In the same spirit, it can be used for semi-supervised classification as well. However, its performance on such problems needs to be investigated.
